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China has stepped up its war on Microsoft's Windows 8 operating system with a report in state-backed media that
questions the security of the software.
In a one and a half minute segment aired on China's CCTV television channel, journalists reported that the Chinese
government is concerned by the security of the Windows 8 software and is increasing efforts to develop its own rival
system.
"Microsoft would no longer open its Windows 8 source code to the Chinese government, however the security scheme
of the Windows 8 operating system is designed to provide better access for Microsoft to users' database. For China it's
a big challenge for our cybersecurity," said Yang Min, a professor at China's Fudan University, through a translator.
"Your identity, account, contact book, phone numbers, all this data can be put together for big data analysis," explains
another academic, Ni Guangnam. "The US has a law that requires anyone that has this data to report to the government.
The data might be a good way for the US to monitor other countries."
This report follows the Chinese government banning Windows 8 from a chunk of its public sector PCs in late-May.
In March 2013, El Reg reported that Canonical had partnered with various Chinese government agencies to develop
and support a Linux distribution named Ubuntu Kylin for the country. Given this television segment, we imagine
installations of that OS are about to increase.
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